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Leaders are facing urgent, critical questions.

Should my priorities 
be different?

Am I overreacting? 
Underreacting?

Will my business survive?
Do I have the talent I 

need for this new world?

Will our culture help
—or inhibit us?

Is our strategy 
still relevant?



We are all grappling with the ways in which 
recent world events have impacted our lives

▶ Businesses and organizations of all types have been up-
ended by the turns that 2020 has taken. 

▶ Initially, leaders turned to crisis management strategies. 
▶ As time marches on, leaders and organizations are digging 

deep for resilience strategies.

But resilience is not enough for the long game. 

Leaders now need a prioritized roadmap, customized 
to their organization, that lays out a path to success in 
an uncertain world.
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Build a roadmap that strengthens your CORE…

… to tackle short-term challenges and
leverage opportunities to increase long-term success.
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Why is your CORE important?

CULTURE—“How we do things around here,” the set of rules and 
assumptions for getting work done. When explicitly understood and 
actively cultivated, culture will serve as the catalyst for organizational 
growth and adaptation.

ORGANIZATION—How your business innovates, makes decisions, 
scales, and implements will help you align culture and strategy to 
successfully execute.

RESILIENCE—How you remain strong as you meet today’s 
challenges and lay the groundwork for ongoing strategy renewal and 
innovation will pay significant dividends well into the future. 

ENGAGEMENT—How you connect with your employees, families, 
shareholders, board members, customers, and partners, who are all 
struggling to find a foothold in uncertain times. Your ability to provide 
stability, focus, and shared purpose will help each person see the key 
role they play in the success of your organization.
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How does the CORE consultation work?

With CORE, we partner with you to create a milestone-driven 
roadmap that aligns priorities, actions, people, and 
performance. 

It includes three components:
▶ Diagnostic assessment, building on challenges to tackle 

and opportunities to leverage
▶ Three working sessions to develop your organization’s 

roadmap, with work in between
▶ A plan to implement your roadmap, allocating your time 

and energy where it matters most

We aim to complete this engagement with you in a six-week 
period, knowing that the details will differ depending on your 
situation.
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Analyze qualitative 
and quantitative 
data to identify 
priorities

Prepare to 
implement the 
roadmap, including 
a plan to monitor 
progress and adjust

Translate priorities 
into actions, with 
measurable 
outcomes and 
people responsible 
for implementation

Review and refine
the roadmap, 
including implications 
to your CORE

WEEKS 3 - 4WEEK 1 WEEKS 2 - 3 WEEKS 4 - 5 WEEKS 5 - 6

Understand CORE 
challenges and 
opportunities

Here is how those six weeks might unfold…
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What do you get?

Your roadmap will be a
customized plan—
addressing both the
key challenges
impacting your ability to move quickly
and intentionally as an organization… 
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… and opportunities to leverage
to create the conditions for success 

both now and into the future.



Your roadmap will include…
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► Critical priorities and their associated actions and goals

• Linked to measurable outcomes

• Contextualized to carry you through the current environment 
and beyond

► Identified key milestones and owners for all actions

► A plan to monitor progress and adjust as needed

► Resources required to implement

► Organization-wide readiness to act
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To begin 
your consultation,

please email
core@cfar.com.

http://cfar.com


About CFAR
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Our mission is to help leaders activate 
organizations to achieve their highest 
aspirations—productively, meaningfully, and 
profitably.

CFAR spun off from The Wharton School in 
1987. Our consulting and coaching practices 
leverage our academic roots in strategy, finance, 
and the social sciences to help clients navigate 
and manage complex organizational issues.

Our clients lead organizations where mission 
and purpose are critical and engagement 
and alignment matter—in healthcare, owner-
led businesses and family enterprises, higher 
education, foundations, associations and other 
corporate and non-profit entities. 

We partner with our clients to understand 
obstacles to their success and offer ideas, tools 
and approaches that create strategic alignment, 
strengthen culture, build teams, improve 
outcomes and enhance performance.

Our commitments to you:
Your world—understood
Your choices—clarified
Your organization—activated
Your purpose—realized


